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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good morning, everyone… What I’m going to talk about today is how FEMA uses the concept of Depth of Closure in determining sand loss on engineered beaches.What I’m not going to do is tell you that I’ve developed a new and more accurate method incorporating edge waves in the Depth of Closure equation.   I hope that’s not what you were expecting…
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Federal Emergency Management Agency

  Public Assistance (PA)

  Reimbursement for repair of “Facilities”
  Facility = Designed and Maintained
  “Categories” of Facilities From C to G

Disaster Recovery

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s start by very quickly mentioning how FEMA’s approach to beach projects developed.  I think that providing that context will give you some insight:In the Public Assistance part of FEMA we help cities and counties recover by funding repair of their damaged facilities.These facilities are things like roads, bridges, and buildings.When the PA program was formulated, FEMA categorized these “facilities”.For example, roads and bridges are Category C,Buildings are Cat EEtc.  Then somebody probably mentioned that Cities and Counties own Parks and Golf Courses…OK, we’ll call that Cat G.Oh, and by the way, some of these cities and counties own engineered beaches, too.  Really?  OK, we’ll call those “Other” under Cat G.  So, everything we talk about at this conference comes under “Other” 



Federal Emergency Management Agency

   Category G

  “Parks, Recreational and Other”
   Beaches

•   Not a USACE Beach (OFA)
•   Responsibility of an Eligible Applicant
•   Designed and Maintained

   How do we determine the damage (sand loss)?

FEMA’s Category G Beaches

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OK, so beaches are designed and maintained are facilities.But how do we determine how much damage was done by a storm?Easy, we’ll just send out somebody with a ruler and a wheel and they can measure it up.Maybe we could just measure from the dunes to the water line.  
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Determining Incident-Related Sand Loss 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Well, there’s a small problem.Beaches move.  What?  Every other facility stands still so that we can measure it after a storm.Well, Beaches change with the seasons… I have to keep showing everyone in FEMA these two slides… This is a summer beach.  See the umbrellas?  Now keep your eye on the bottom right of the photo where the green kayak is… 



Federal Emergency Management Agency

Determining Incident-Related Sand Loss  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the same place as the last slide, but this photo is taken in the winter. There’s a person standing where the green kayak was.The point here is that   Beaches fluctuate with the seasons.  In the summer, they’re wide and in the winter, they’re narrow.The sand moves offshore and back with the seasons.You can see that the sand has moved from the dry beach offshore.  Probably lots to this offshore sand bar.  Well, how can we separate storm damage from seasonal change? 



Federal Emergency Management Agency

 The Applicant needs to substantiate the 
amount of sand claimed with pre-and post-
incident profiles that extend at least to the 
seaward edge of the sub-aqueous nearshore 
zone (Depth of Closure) (see Figure 16. 
Typical Beach Profile). PAPPG v4, p. 181

Incident-Related Sand Loss  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, FEMA must have asked around and somebody (maybe one of you) told them about Depth of Closure.And they wrote that into the guidance for beaches.This is what it says on p. 180 of FEMA’s Public Assistance Program and Policy Guide (PAPPG)FEMA can only fix damage that was done by a declared “incident”.We address the seasonality of determining incident-related sand loss by requiring pre and post storm bathymetric surveys out to Depth of Closure.  Let’s talk about what DOC is (or at least what FEMA thinks it is)…
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Incident-Related Sand Loss (FEMA Beach)  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s the drawing from FEMA’s PAPPG …It shows parts of the “FEMA Beach”Dunes on the left… The dry or subaerial beachTo the water lineOut underwater – the subaqueous beach To the Closure Depth.That’s the FEMA beach.  It extends from the dunes out underwater to Closure Depth.
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Incident-Related Sand Loss (FEMA Beach)  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Maybe an easier way to visualize the beach is to imagine that a FEMA beach project is like a sandbox. (Now, forgive me for showing this slide to you every year, but I like the picture of the kids in the sandbox.)Imagine the latitude and longitude of the endpoints of the project define the length of the sandbox.  Left to right in this drawing. The dunes – where the kids are sitting – and the Depth of Closure – the edge of the sand box nearest us -- define the width of the Project.These are the boundaries of the FEMA eligible beach.   If the sand is still in the box, it hasn’t been lost.  It can be shifted from one side of the box to another, but it hasn’t been lost as far as FEMA is concerned.  Because it’s still providing storm protection.  



Federal Emergency Management Agency

 The DOC is a theoretical depth along a beach 
profile where sediment transport is very 
small or non-existent, dependent on wave 
height and period, and occasionally, 
sediment grain size.

Can be observed or calculated 

 There can be disagreements…

Depth of Closure 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, what is Closure Depth?As waves move towards shore, they start to touch the sea bottom and move sand.  Depth of Closure is the depth at the point where sand transport begins.This depth can be calculated, or it can be determined by looking at repetitive survey profiles.  



Federal Emergency Management Agency

 “CLOSURE DEPTH The water depth beyond 
which repetitive profile surveys (collected 
over several years) do not detect vertical 
seabed changes, generally considered the 
seaward limit of littoral transport. The depth 
can be determined from repeated cross-
shore profile surveys or estimated using 
formulas based on wave statistics…”

Depth of Closure 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the definition we use for FEMA projects.It’s the depth at which year on year vertical seabed changes cease and it implies that most cross-shore sediment transport also ceases.



Federal Emergency Management Agency

Closure Depth 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
FEMA’s definition says that you can determine DOC by using repetitive surveys or formulas based on wave statistics.According to Birkemeier’s, the depth of closure can be estimated using this formula. H sub e is the effective wave height.That’s the height in the wave spectrum that’s only exceeded 12 hours peryear,  Now, it’s important to note that you can’t take the wave spectra, throw out the storm waves and then use the wave height that only exceeded 12 hours per year in the remaining series….  That’s filtering that waves twice and it’s cheating. 



Federal Emergency Management Agency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can also estimate closure depth using historic profiles if they are available. That’s the he most common – and probably the best - way to determine the Closure Depth is to see where the profiles converge (or close).  In this example with ten year’s worth of survey profiles in the same place, it’s at a depth of about – 18 FT



Federal Emergency Management Agency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What it’s saying is that Statistically, the standard deviation of your set of profiles approaches zero.
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Closure Depth 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Note here that there’s not perfect correlation between closure depth predicted by the calculations (x axis) and closure depth that’s observed by looking at profiles (y axis).  For example, look at the dot on the far right.  Observed Closure Depth is about 5 meters, but calculated Closure Depth is about 10 meters…   But that’s not a common scenario.  In most places, you can see that calculated and predicted closure depth line up pretty well – particularly for lower energy beaches. 
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Profiles / Pre and Post Storm  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now here’s  a problem with using DOC as the seaward boundary of the FEMA beach… Sometimes the sand loss that’s apparent on the dry beach is not the same as the actual loss that’s measured when you get the post storm bathymetric survey information… Obviously, there’s a lot of dry beach sand loss in this post-storm photo. 
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Profiles / Pre and Post Storm  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are survey profiles for the same place.We compare pre- and post-storm profiles to measure erosion and deposition.  The net loss or gain on each profile is accumulated to determine the sand loss (or gain) caused by the incident.  In this example from Pensacola Beach (my thanks to Al Browder for this graphic), the pre-storm profile is a blue dashed line.  Compare that to the post-storm profile in black and you can see erosion on the dry beach and erosion offshore, but there’s also deposition offshore.  When we totaled up all the erosion and deposition (erosion is shown in red on the right and deposition is in green) out to Closure Depth, the accumulated result was no net loss – that is, zero sand loss for this project.   Therefore, no eligible damage.  Even though there was significant dry beach erosion.  This situation doesn’t occur all the time, but it does often enough to be an issue.
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Profiles / Pre and Post Storm  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For example, dry beach erosion in Indian River County after Hurricanes Ian and Nicole was very severe, but when their consulting engineer – Nicole Sharp (who was named after Hurricane Nicole) – totaled the net loss, there was terrific deposition in the nearshore zone which led to much less FEMA eligible sand loss than we expected.Now, from the perspective of the applicants (municipalities) and residents, loss of dry beach is a big problem.  From FEMA’s perspective, this sand in the nearshore zone is still providing storm protection.That said, does sand on the dry beach provide better storm protection to the infrastructure behind the beach?  Probably.   Sand on the dry beach certainly makes the residents feel safer… and a wider dry beach is better for economic recovery which is also one of FEMA’s objectives.
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  Is establishing DOC the best methodology to   use 
to determine the offshore boundary of the FEMA 
beach?

•  Some other measure?
•  “Storm Protection Factor”?
•  Something Else?

Alternatives? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, is DOC the best way to establish the offshore boundary of the FEMA beach?Perhaps some other measure would be better.Recognizing that the primary reason FEMA does beaches is to protect coastal infrastructure from storms several people – Mike Poff and Tara Brenner, for instance) have suggested that restoration of some sort of Storm Protection Factor may be what we really should be talking about when FEMA repairs a beach.So, here’s my challenge to you: Recognizing that FEMA needs a logical offshore boundary to the beach that is repeatable and consistently enforceable from place to place, If you think that FEMA should be using some other methodology to determine storm damage and the associated repair costs, give me a well-researched and logical alternative and I will carry it forward (upward).  
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Questions?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I should mention that closure depth was a concept that was developed after I was in school studying coastal processes, I’ve leaned more than a little on several of you for help on this subject.  And, for that, I’m sincerely grateful.Al BrowderJason EngleTom PierroMike PoffAnd others.Thank you for your attention!What questions do you have? 
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